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Funeral. These funeral flowers are appropriate to send to a church or funeral home. 
For sympathy home or business deliveries, send sympathy flowers.
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The Aroma of Heaven Standi..

$229.99



Open their eyes and arouse the senses with a The Aroma of Heaven Standing Spray graced with deep cobalt blue and shimmering white blooms blessed with the aromatic scents of heaven. Shower that special friend in a time of loss for the ultimate gift of healing is the gentle display of compassion and unconditional love.





WEDNESDAY DELIVERY
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Uplifting Standing Spray

$118.99



Brighten these dark times with this exquisite standing spray of stunning pink and white flowers. Exuding grace and beauty, these sweet smelling blooms are a loving gesture of sympathy, support and fond remembrance.
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Open Heart of Love Standin..

$159.99



Guide them with you Open Heart of Love into a state of ultimate spiritual healing. Luxurious shimmering fresh florals in the perfect hues of red and white set that delicate occasion right. Picture that enchanting state of zen for peace and serenity is just around the corner.
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Heavenly Elegance

$104.99



An exquisite token of your deepest sympathy, support and fond remembrance, this stunning standing spray radiates natural beauty and grace. Breathtaking and sweetly scented, these blooms will help brighten these dark times.
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Far and Away Sympathy Wreath

$156.99



Give the gift of unconditional love with the ultimate flair of luxury in glimmering luscious blossoms in pure white to symbolize that memorable delicate occasion. Ignite that sense of true friendship as if you were right by their side.
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Colorful Condolences

$89.99



Honor the memory and life of a cherished friend or loved one with this stunning medley of vibrantly colorful flowers. What a heartfelt way to extend your sympathy and support to thhose they left behind.
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Prayers from Above Standin..

$179.99



Be that guided friend at their side in a time of grief with A Prayers from Above Standing Spray for a precious soul is never forgotten. Take a trip down memory lane of the most precious times ever with a glimpse of all white blossoms that shimmer and shine with that glitz and glamour.
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Lightening Garden Sympathy..

$56.99



Take a walk down memory lane and cherish those heartfelt memoirs with that special someone. A bountiful Lightening Garden Sympathy Basket is the perfect gift for that delicate occasion for unconditional friendships are a rare jewel.
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Sincerest Thoughts Sympath..

$119.99



Make a poignant tribute to a celebrated life well cherished and remembered. The deepest thoughts and prayers are with that special someone in a difficult time. Bright pink blossoms brighten the day and liven up the moment for with just once glance of pure beauty all their troubles will be forgotten.





TODAY DELIVERY
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Blue and White Gardens

$119.99



Say farewell to a dear friend or loved one with this exquisite standing spray of blue and white flowers. Radiating nature's beauty and grace, these blooms are a truly loving and heartfelt way to express your deepest sympathy, support and fond remembrance.





TODAY DELIVERY
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Rosewater Memories Sympath..

$89.99



Blushing pink blossoms in the shade of rosewater is the ultimate lavish luxury so perfect for that delicate occasion. Send a simple token of your sincerest affections and your generosity will be rewarded.
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Blues of My Heart

$139.99



Say farewell to a dear friend or loved one with this exquisite standing spray of blue and white flowers. Radiating nature's beauty and grace, these blooms are a truly loving and heartfelt way to express your deepest sympathy, support and fond remembrance.





TODAY DELIVERY
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A Peace of My Heart

$59.99



Open your heart and soul for A Peace of My Heart peace lily that symbolizes love, peace, and forever unity with that special someone. Grace the moment with a delicate gift that exudes that spiritual uplift that grieving somone can embrace.
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Dishgarden of Sympathy Bas..

$56.99



Adore that special someone with an invigorating array of assorted garden plants to symbolize that unconditional friendship. Wallow away into that utopia of life with pure relaxation and that utter feeling of zen! Cherish every moment of that beautiful life well-live as you send a token of your final farewell.
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Heart of Flowers

$149.99



Honor the life and memory of a cherished friend or loved one with this exquisite heart wreath. Brimming with fresh, colorful flowers, this stunning arrangement is a heartfelt expression of your deepest sympathy and support, as well as a wonderful way to brighten these difficult times.
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Bright Moments Sympathy Ba..

$79.99



Enter the realm of Bright Moments with a brilliant sympathy basket of brilliant blossoms in ravishing shades of red, yellow, pink, and purple to set liven the moment. Sooth their grieving soul into a state of peace and serenity with just a simple thought.
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Always Remembered Sympathy..

$139.99



Dazzle them with refined sophistication for a comforting token of affection glimmers in the room like stars of a night sky. All white blooms share that sense of eternal peace and tranquility. Be that shining moment in their life as they heal from the loss of a loved one.
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Cherished Life Sympathy Wr..

$189.99



Hold that special someone close to your heart with the slightest display of your deepest affections. Touch that grieving loved one's heart with a symbol of your heart in a striking array of crimson red and glistening white blossoms delicately arranged into a heart-shaped wreath. Make that special moment last forever!
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Standing Cross With Roses

$199.99



Cross their heart above with a token of love and sympathy to that special someone in need of a should to cry on. White and red precious blossoms symbolize love and peace much needed in a time of grief. Guide them with the spirit of heaven above and know that time heals all wounds.





TODAY DELIVERY
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Faith in Hope Sympathy Bou..

$79.99



Just like from a shining light from the heaven, white shimmering florals symbolize that Faith in Hope. Highlight that delicate moment with a grieving loved one and give them the gift of eternity, peace, and serenity.
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Patriotic Stance Sympathy ..

$129.99



Raise your highest respects to a life well-lived with a Patriotic Stance Sympathy Basket as a tribute to that special love one. Patriotic colors in vivid shades of red, white, and blue add to that special occasion once in a lifetime.
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Sheer Elegance Standing Sp..

$159.99



Be that guided friend at their side in a time of grief with A Sheer Elegance Standing Spray for a precious soul is never forgotten. Take a trip down memory lane of the most precious times ever with a glimpse of all white blossoms that shimmer and shine with that glitz and glamour.





WEDNESDAY DELIVERY
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Ideal Emblem

$59.99



Pay tribute to a cherished friend or loved one now at rest with this exquisite urn arrangement, brimming with stunning pink and yellow flowers. These blissful blooms are a truly heartwarming and touching gesture of your deepest sympathy, support and fond remembrance.
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Lilies From Heaven

$69.99



Take a gift from above with a glistening bouquet of Lilies From Heaven. White is the symbol of peace, hope, and eternal love. A spiritual awakening is a cherished moment from the heavens above for grief is a passing state with deep love and genuine friendships.





WEDNESDAY DELIVERY
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